FARMS Preliminary Reports

The Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies (FARMS) was founded in 1979 as a clearinghouse to distribute scholarly articles focused on Latter-day Saint scripture. Within a few years, FARMS began collecting and distributing its own “Preliminary Reports.” These were said to consist of “tentative papers reflecting substantial research [that was] not yet ready for final publication.” FARMS made them available “to be critiqued and improved and to stimulate further research.”

Having since absorbed FARMS into the Willes Center for Book of Mormon Studies, the Maxwell Institute offers the FARMS Preliminary Reports here in that same spirit. Although their quality is uneven, they represent the energy and zeal of those who sought to enrich our understanding of LDS scripture.

If you possess copies of Preliminary Reports that are not included on our website, please contact us at maxwell_institute@byu.edu to help us provide the most complete collection possible.
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This bibliography lists most of the books and articles I am aware of dealing with or utilizing chiasmus. These entries come primarily, but not exclusively, from the field of biblical studies. This list has been supplemented by the research of Don Parry, and has been prepared through the clerical assistance of DeeAnn Hofer.

This is a working bibliography. It makes no claim to be exhaustive, and not all of the references are bibliographically complete. We have included as much information as was readily available, assuming that even the incomplete entries might still be of some use.

It is recommended that this bibliography be used in conjunction with Chiasmus in Antiquity, John W. Welch ed. (Hildesheim: Gerstenberg, 1981). Together with that volume, this bibliography makes accessible most of the recent literary analyses involving chiasmus. Hopefully, these materials will contribute to a clearer understanding of the chiastic form.
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